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From: Karin & Bernhard 
Sent: Thursday, 17 May 2018 9:52 PM
To: Janissen, Robert
Subject: Blands dairy collective bargaining submission

Bernhard Lubitz   

 

Time for farmers to take back some control of the madness of what is now happening in this industry. 

Time to wrap what has been going on in relation to Costco issue/collective bargaining issue/mandatory code 
of conduct issue into one complete package and make a statement to take back control of this because this is 
now getting out of hand and we don’t have time on our side.   

Collective bargaining, in the first instance, is not the answer here. It will destroy the industry. It’s just the 
complicated response we have taken to a simple problem, being milk pricing and an inefficient and high 
cost-processing sector, whose product mix does not suit the milk supply curve they have pushed farmers 
into. The processors do not have the price premium to pay for it so they put that on to farmers to shoulder. 
That has to stop, but collective bargaining is not the answer to this. It should only be the last resort.  

Going down this path will just make life more complicated and add costs to what is already a flawed process 
and pricing structure that farmers will bear the costs of. All the money for this is coming from the one milk 
pool. We would just be pitting farmer against farmer. It will turn out to be an arms race that cannot be won. 
It’s a race to the bottom. 

The other part of this equation regarding collective bargaining is the stability of these groups, because, if it’s 
good for one group of farmers then it will be seen as good for all and the fear of missing out will amplify 
their uptake without much regard for their long term benefit or costs. How stable will these be regarding 
membership is also in question. This, if left uncontrolled will have a worse outcomes than the complicated 
pricing structures that now plague the industry.  

The other major issue is, will these collective bargaining agreements be commercial in confidence with 
regard to the milk price negotiated by the group? Will no one now know what each group has negotiated 
regarding price and conditions?   Within the one processor they could now have multiple agreements with 
multiple bargaining groups. This will do nothing for the industry regarding fairness and equity of milk 
pricing. It will be a huge step backwards. As all the money for negotiating these milk pricing arrangements 
come out of the one milk pool related to that particular processor or processors, if they supply to multiple 
processors, each processor will be cross subsidizing the other processor to some extent. This whole process 
is fraught with danger and could destroy the industry. It may work if only a few percent of the total number 
of farmers head down this path but once this becomes mainstream and standard practice it is unsustainable.   

This then leads to the next logical step in this process. This then leads to the logical end point, that we 
should look at an all encompassing collective bargaining arrangement for the whole southern milk pool 
similar to the French model, namely a milk supply co-op. But it has to also take into account what has 
happened in the liquid milk states or what’s left of them, because their needs are not quite the same as what 
we require in the south but we need to work with them, help them and not forget them as we have for far too 
long. An emphasis on being selfish to achieve the cost of production plus a 15/20/25 /50 /75% margin for 
profit. Take your pick. 
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If this industry is to survive, no one’s milk is worth more than the next person’s milk, no matter how big or 
small they are, just because your ego says you want more money for your milk because in some way you are 
more special and deserve more or are more deserving than the next dairy farmer. It will kill the industry 
very quickly if these games continue. So the processors will just keep pandering to these egos and split and 
confuse the industry in the game they play of pinching each other’s milk, rather than doing what’s necessary 
to grow the industry or make it more profitable long term, for both farmers and processors?  

The problem we face is that Australian dairy farmers are islands and they like being islands and find it hard 
to work together or have a common voice, unlike farmers in NZ, Europe and Ireland. This needs to and has 
to change if we want to make change for the better long term, otherwise we will just keep getting smacked 
around our heads.   

 

 

Next comes $1.00 milk or now 90 cent milk or what ever price the supermarkets pick on their wheel of 
fortune, when they decide what a farmer’s produce is worth, with total disregard for the cost of production 
or it’s real worth. How can the supermarkets justify that it will forever be $1.00 milk and 80-cent cheese, no 
matter the true cost of its production? From where do they derive the moral and fundamental right to do this 
on behalf of the Australian society as a whole?   

The question is now that if everything is up for grabs - collective bargaining, milk pricing and mandatory 
code of practice - what will really make a long-term difference? What will bring farmers together to make 
some worthwhile change? What will give us a win or a push back?  

Can farmers, all farmers, come together on $1.00 milk and make a stand together, a form of collective 
bargaining if you like? We must say to all processors, that if you want our milk for the next season, we do 
not want any of our milk to go into $1.00 home brand milk, as we will not give our loyalty or respect to 
processors supplying this market and put this in front of sign on payments or loyalty bonuses.  

So, bottom line, this type of arrangement is not the solution but will just be creating a greater set of 
problems for the southern milk pool states. It may be useful in the liquid milk states to have collective 
bargaining groups as they have a completely different set of needs compared to the southern states with 
regards to fairness and equity along with contracts and milk pricing.     

So, back to the non-mandatory code of practice and what should be in it as a first step.  

  

 All opening prices submitted to an independent third party prior to the start of the new season. Then 
announced on the same day via that third party.   

   

 The removal of all forms of special payments, eg production incentives, growth incentives, sign on 
payments, loyalty payments etc from the milk payment system and structures.  

  

 All retrospective step up payments to follow the farmer supplier if they leave mid season (just like 
superannuation). 
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 The removal and banning of the term loyalty bonuses for all mid season price increases or step-ups. 

  

 All processors to offer a 3/9 milk pricing model.  

  

Not more than a 25-cent KG/MS pricing differential between the processors’ various pricing structures for 
milk.  




